
Minutes FSCL Meeting 2022/07/01 
 

Attendees: Maximilian, Sven, Tilman, Urban, Urs, Jule 

Minutes: Jule 

Chairperson: Urs 

 

Urs officially opens the session. 

 

TOP 1    Freshmen 
Everything seems fine. Idea: Maybe create a Telegram group for all IMS students. 

 

TOP 2    Answering mails 
Last mails: members for study commission, next Fachgruppenvernetzungstreffen 

There are no new relevant mails.  

 

TOP 3    Money spending 
We collect money for plant ourselves. All pay 2€ to Urban for the plant.  

We wait for an approval of stuvus for the table tennis table. 

The shopping lists for kitchen and soft furniture stuff are “complete”. Someone still needs to search for a beanbag. Tilman + 

Shawon fill out application forms for these. 

Table tennis table: stuvus approved buying the table tennis table!  But they mentioned 

that FIUS might have a spare one. Before buying the new one we should ask FIUS. 

Soft furniture stuff: stuvus approved buying the blanket and the pillows.  As stuvus can’t 

directly buy from IKEA we have to do it. Thus we need to order the blanket and pillows 

(billed on stuvus) and then send stuvus the bill later to get the money back. 

Kitchen stuff: Let’s wait with applying for the kitchen stuff until we have (bought) the table 

tennis table and soft furniture stuff. 

We can’t find who is currently listed as holding a core office. We should write in general to 

stuvus to update the responsible people in the offices.  

Urban + Urs + 
Max 

Go to FIUS and ask for a spare table tennis table. 

Tilman/Shawon Both decide who buys the furniture stuff and the chosen one buys it.  

Urs Informs stuvus about which persons currently hold core offices. 
 



TOP 4    Old exams 
Many scans (and screenshots) in the collection. We choose the new idea with the master list and only contain overview in 

ILIAS. Urban removes the folder from ILIAS and replaces it with a list. 

We postpone this topic. 

 

TOP 5    Student elections 
From 28.06.2022 (10 a.m.) until 07.07.2022 (3 p.m.) are student elections. To ensure that 

the student administration represents the students it’s important that many students vote. 

We definitely should encourage the IMS students to take their chance and vote! 

Urs Informs IMS students via mail. 

All Spread the word about the current elections. 
 

TOP 6    StuKo 
Topics: GPU capacity, code of conduct on server use, lectures of Dr. Wokurek; we elected 4 new members for the StuKo; 

Urs responds to mail 

We close this topic. 

 

TOP 7    Creative Writing AI magazine 
Project of Linguistics department: Include AI-generated texts. Urban meets with responsible people. 

The deadline to hand in articles would be on 01.08.2022. Sadly it’s not possible for us to 

organize something until then.  

The hard deadline (meaning the time when the articles need to be ready to be printed) is on 

15.09.2022. Maybe until then there’s a slight chance to generate some texts with some 

existing pretrained models – let’s see. 

 

TOP 8    HowToFachgruppe-document 
Let’s complete the entire document at the end of our sessions together. We should also distribute some tasks. 

We postpone this topic. 

 

TOP 9     (Team) Events 
We need to wait if we get the money back from the “social integration money”. 

Next grilling event on 23.07.2022; we should organize snacks & drinks; eventually plan it as picnic. 

Plan for now: Grilling event happens on 23.07.2022. In case we can’t use the public Grillplatz 

we will inform the students short-term about the transformation into a picnic/changed 

location. Students should bring their own food, we should encourage them to also prepare 

food. We want to buy drinks and snacks (probably on the same day before the grilling event 

starts). We need to write an application for that to stuvus. 



Urban Invites students to grilling event via email. 

Urs Tries to apply for money for the drinks & snacks at stuvus. 
 

TOP 10    Tutorials next semester 
Question: As the last years’ tutorials were not really “used” by students, do we still want to 

offer those next semester? ⇒ We are in favor to try it once again. There are multiple reasons 

for this decision: The last semester(s) were held online only or in a hybrid mode, we’re 

hoping for many bachelor Ersties, with those courses many students struggle with, … 

As for now we want to keep the tutorials for next semester and check after some time how 

many students actually participate. We should look for some tutors/check if the current ones 

want to continue. 

Sven Texts the current tutors and checks if they want to continue tutoring next 
semester. 

 

TOP 11    Server Space 
The wiping mechanism will happen starting from July. Urs spreads the information to the IMS students. 

The space will be swiped today! It’s not yet happening automatically as the script is not 

proof-read yet. 

 

Urs officially closes the session. 

 

 

 

Topics to keep in mind: 

 Job fair: Organize to integrate some cl-companies to the job fair of computer science next semester. 
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